
STORY TECHNIQUE GUIDE

YOUR IDEA:
Write down your idea in one to three sentences.

Answer YES or NO to the following questions:
1) Does the character have a goal that's tangible and specific?

2) Does the goal have strong emotional motivation?

3) Stakes. Does it have have high stakes?

4) Does it have a ticking clock?

CAN YOU MAKE A 2nd ACT BREAK out of your idea

If your idea is not a 2nd ACT BREAK (or Bomb) does it
work as the character's First New Goal after the
inciting incident?

The First New Goal/First BreadCrumb is the first NEW goal the character gets after the
movie starts. They didn't have this goal in the beginning. 
It doesn't have to answer all the questions "yes," but it should have emotional motivation and
stakes.  



IDEA INCUBATOR:
BOMBSTORMING

BOMB BREADCRUMBS

For every Bomb, brainstorm an organic way to "Bread Crumb" your

story to it with as many steps as needed.



IDEA INCUBATOR:
BREAD CRUMB BACKWARDS

BOMB

BREADCRUMBS BACKWARDS

FIRST NEW GOAL AFTER INCITING INCIDENT



IDEA INCUBATOR 3:
STEP THE CHARACTER BACKWARDS

CHARACTER as they are now:

If you can't change the Bomb or the Bread Crumbs, try changing the character by

"walking them back" and make them even less ready to "handle" the BOMB (Second

Act Break) by making them more flawed, less experienced, less capable etc.

One Step back...

Two steps back?

Back again?



STRUCTURE APPROACHES
THE LEAD SPLITS

 Having more than one character satisfy the "story-roles" of

the protagonist (splits) can give your Screenplay more depth

and intrigue... However, adding too many characters can

muddle  your story and may dilute the overall impact/story

engagement; be prepared to strengthen your story by

integrating more  "cohesive" elements. (SEE BELOW IN

ELEMENTAL STRUCTURE)

 

Try to satisfy Goal, POV and Arc with one lead character FIRST.

Then experiment with adding additional "LEAD SPLITS." 

Simplicity is usually best, but you can make most anything

work if you are aware of where to add more support. 

 

Be wary of having a "Whose story is It?" character who doesn't

also have a goal or an arc. 

On Splitting the Lead...



STRUCTURE APPROACHES
THE LEAD/ LEAD SPLITS

4. If any of the splits are weak, can you
strengthen them without adding
more characters?

Who has the arc?1.

2. Whose story is it?

3. Who has the goal?

Additional arc characters?

Additional goal characters?

Additional POV characters? 
Be wary of adding  additional  POV characters. This
can get verrrry confusing.  The POV coming from
one character offers the strongest support.



STRUCTURE APPROACHES
EXPERIMENT WITH ADJUSTING 

THE LEAD SPLITS

If one character is fully satisfying the splits (Arc, POV and Goal)

what would happen if you minimised (or removed) that Lead

character's arc and shifted arc-focus, or gave the arc to

another character?

 

If you have an arc character who is not also the "Whose story is

it?/ POV" character, how does it change the story if you make

that arc character, also the "Whose story is It?/ POV" character?

 

If your "Whose Story is it?" character is not your arc character,

consider giving them (at least ) a small character arc to prevent

a passive character that distracts from your story. 

Experimenting with Splitting the Lead



SHAPE IS QUEEN



STRUCTURE APPROACHES
THE SHAPE

Answering these questions in this order may drastically influence how you decide to
structure your story and inspire you to change your answers to the  previous Lead Split
questions.

What is the Climax? 

What is the Resolution? 

*** If you don't have an exciting climax, you may need a secondary
storyline or subplot to "swoop in" like in these films:
 
MAGNOLIA
TITANIC
ARRIVAL
ET
AMERICAN BEAUTY
PULP FICTION
THE PRINCESS BRIDE
ADAPTATION
NAPOLEON DYNAMITE
LEGALLY BLONDE
SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK
ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD



STRUCTURE APPROACHES
THE SHAPE: TIME 

 
Consider manipulating time to create a climax by telling the
story out of order or by using a framing story like these films: 

CITIZEN CANE
BIRD BOX
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
ADRIFT
THE SOCIAL NETWORK
FORREST GUMP
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE

Use flashbacks selectively in the climax to heighten
drama and conflict like in these films: 

SHUTTER ISLAND
THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION
ARRIVAL
AMERICAN BEAUTY

You can use both a "swoop in" AND flashbacks if that works for your story. 
 
Try revealing a secret in the resolution to add shape (hint at it throughout
the story so it feels earned) . 

Films that use time in various ways to create shape: 
CITIZEN KANE
MEMENTO
500 DAYS OF SUMMER
ARRIVAL
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS MIND
THE SOCIAL NETWORK
STEVE JOBS
GONE GIRL
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
ADRIFT
BIRD BOX
PULP FICTION
THE CONSTANT GARDENER
GO
TITANIC
PAY IT FORWARD
SLIDING DOORS
FORREST GUMP
ANNIE HALL
ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD



STRUCTURE APPROACHES:

ELEMENTAL STRUCTURE

Condensed Time - start with this one****
Theme
Central Question
Mystery
Stakes
Genre/tone
Traditional Story Subplot
Problems/mini goals
Strong Characters

Strong splits (Arc, POV, Goal)  already gives your story
significant "glue," but take time to consider integrating
these elements to give your Screenplay even more
strength, or to make-up for weak splits. If your Lead Duties
are spread across many characters or if multiple
characters have goals and/or arcs, you will want to
integrate some (or all) of these elements. 
 

 
 

How can you use these elements to strengthen your  Screenplay?


